
 
 
 
Our ref: 6819/19 
 
Under the Freedom of Information Act can I ask for the following information on crimes that that were 
reported but not investigated (i.e. screened out).  
 Please could I have information on: 
1) Please can you tell me how many crimes reported to your force have been screened out so far in 
2019, and in each of the previous three calendar years (2018; 2017; 2016)?  
2. Can you also provide a breakdown of this information by type of crime, so that it shows the following 
categories:  
a) All crimes  
b) Domestic burglaries 
c) Rape and sexual offences 
d) Robbery 
3. For each crime type, please could you provide 
a) The total number of crimes that were screened out 
 
Please see the attached document. 
 
b) The percentage this is of all reported crimes in this category 
 
West Yorkshire Police do not record percentages, therefore no information is held in relation to this 
question. 
 
 
In October 2016, the Force introduced a new Force Crime Management Unit (FCMU), whose function 
was to record, assess, file or allocate crime, ensure crime data integrity and data quality. The staff were 
provided with training and guidance. All crimes are assessed using the THRIVE model (Threat, Harm, 
Risk, Investigation, Vulnerability & Engagement opportunities), along with what is proportionate to 
investigate and what is in fact solvable.  
The FCMU staff will make an informed decision with regards to allocation or finalisation.  However some 
crimes for example a rape or high risk domestic incident,  would be sent on for further 
allocation/investigation regardless,  as the specialist team (CID/SGU) are better placed to decide if a 
crime should be finalised/allocated and not FCMU staff. Regular audit checks are untaken to ensure 
decisions are ethical and justifiable. 
 
 



Recorded crimes and crimes marked for no further investigation, 01/01/2016 to 31/10/2019

Notes
Figures represent the number of crimes recorded during the period which were not subsequently cancelled
The use of the no further investigation flag is used for West Yorkshire Police administration purposes
 - districts within the force area may have had differing criteria for the use of the flag
 - over the period the criteria for applying the flag has changed
The counting rules for Burglary changed in April 2017
 - prior to April 2017 outbuildings (e.g. garden sheds) were included in Burglary Other
 - from April 2017 onwards outbuildings were included in Burglary - residential
 - calendar year 2017 is a combination of these two counting rules
All offences recorded by WYP are investigated appropriately based on the circumstances of the offence
The counting rules are updated annually, these figures are based on the counting rules as at 06/11/2019
These figures may be subject to further investigation, reclassification and cancelling and will therefore change over time
Crime classifications based on Home Office Counting Rules for Recorded Crime https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recorded-crime

2016 2017 2018 2019

Crime
Crimes Marked no further investigation Crimes Marked no further investigation Crimes Marked no further investigation Crimes Marked no further investigation

Arson 1622 804 1910 1086 1798 975 1337 753
Bicycle theft 2563 1817 2608 1900 2464 1858 1700 1312
Burglary - business and community 12125 8047 8468 5550 7076 4303 5240 3286
Burglary - residential 13704 6900 18534 10970 19233 12006 14267 9283
Criminal damage 29671 17765 30833 19564 29273 17765 23753 14907
Homicide 32 0 26 0 39 0 21 0
Miscellaneous crimes against society 5139 1134 6679 1615 7394 1801 6183 1699
Other sexual offences 3688 466 4840 680 5291 836 4199 773
Other theft 26240 17127 26614 18078 25591 17668 20128 14549
Possession of drugs 3381 694 3550 541 4235 422 4099 378
Possession of weapons 1379 275 1722 272 2276 370 1972 325
Public order offences 15760 4751 21149 7811 28177 11028 26082 12696
Rape 1971 140 2829 154 3142 150 2878 158
Robbery 2322 472 2895 636 3819 908 3025 739
Shoplifting 17170 6646 18656 8184 18722 8346 15332 7655
Theft from the person 4304 3014 4317 3213 4122 3000 3426 2605
Trafficking in controlled drugs 1610 158 1755 107 1943 121 1942 116
Vehicle offences 24316 18316 24952 20115 24400 19469 18358 14741
Violence with injury 21765 5000 25659 6061 29290 7169 22868 6466
Violence without injury 40469 10897 51553 14653 72435 22788 68246 27363
Total crime 229231 104423 259549 121190 290720 130983 245056 119804
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